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Abstract� We give a precise statement of KAM theorem for a Hamiltonian system in a
neighborhood of an elliptic equilibrium point� If the frequencies of the elliptic point satisfy
a Diophantine condition� with exponent � � and a nondegeneracy condition is ful�lled� we
show that in a neighborhood of radius r the measure of the complement of the KAM
tori is exponentially small in ���r��������� This result is obtained by putting the system
in Birkho� normal form up to an appropriate order� and the key point relies on giving
accurate estimates for its terms�

�� Introduction

We consider a Hamiltonian� with n degrees of freedom� having the origin as an elliptic
equilibrium point� In suitable canonical coordinates� this system can be put in the form

H�q� p� �
X
s��

Hs�q� p�� ���

where Hs is a homogeneous polynomial of degree s in �q� p� for every s � 	� and

H��q� p� �
�

	

nX
j��

�j
�
q �j 
 p �j

�
� �	�

We are concerned with the existence of n�dimensional invariant tori in a neighborhood
of the elliptic point� We �rst see that the system ���	� is nearly�integrable by putting it
in Birkho� normal form up to an appropriate degree K � � provided the frequency
vector � � ���� � � � � �n� is nonresonant up to order K� A quantitative version of Birkho�
theorem� implicitly contained in ��� allows us to obtain estimates for the normal form�
Like in ���� we consider action�angle variables in a neighborhood of radius r� Assuming
a suitable nondegeneracy condition� we apply the known KAM theorem and show that
most trajectories in a neighborhood of radius r lie in invariant tori� we get for the relative

measure of their complement an estimate of the type O
�
r�K�����

�
�

We assume that � satis�es a Diophantine condition� with given � � n � � and � � ��

jk � �j � �

jkj� �k �Zn n f�g � ���



��

where we write jkj � Pn
j�� jkj j� We say � to be �� ��Diophantine� Our main contribution

is to show that in this case the estimates for the Birkho� normal form allow us to choose
the degree K as a function of r� giving rise to an exponentially small estimate of the type

exp

�
�
�
�

r

���������

for the measure of the complement of the invariant set� We remark that the estimates
given in �� do not allow to obtain the exponent ���� 
 ��� but a worse one� Nevertheless�
we shall see that an improvement of that estimates leads to the announced exponent�

�� Estimates for the Birkho� normal form

Given K � � assume that the frequency vector � is nonresonant up to order K� k �� �� �
for k � Zn� � � jkj � K� The well�known Birkho� theorem ��� �� states that� in some
neighborhood of the origin� there exists a canonical transformation ��K�� near to the
identity map� such that H�K� � H ���K� is in Birkho� normal form up to degree K�

H�K��q� p� � � � I 
 Z�K��I� 
R�K��q� p� � h�K��I� 
R�K��q� p�� ��

with
Z�K��I� �

X
��s�K
s even

Zs�I�� R�K��q� p� �
X

s�K��

R�K�
s �q� p�� ���

where every Zs�I� �uniquely determined� is a homogeneous polynomial of degree s�	 in
the action variables

Ij �
�

	

�
q �j 
 p �j

�
� j � �� � � � � n�

and every R�K�
s �q� p� is a homogeneous polynomial of degree s in �q� p�� Since h�K��I� is

integrable� and in a neighborhood of radius r we have R�K� � O
�
rK��

�
� it turns out

that H�K� is a nearly�integrable Hamiltonian near the origin� However� to apply KAM
theorem to H�K� we need quantitative estimates for its terms�

As in ��� we introduce the linear change to complex canonical coordinates

xj �
�p
	
�qj � ipj�� yj � � ip

	
�qj 
 ipj�� j � �� � � � � n�

Note that q� p are real if y � ix� We de�ne j�x� y�j �� max
j�������n

q
jxj j� 
 jyj j�� Given r � ��

the real and complex polydisks of radius r centered at the origin will be denoted Br andbBr� respectively�
For a given homogeneous polynomial fs�x� y� �

X
jl�mj�s

fl�mx
lym� we de�ne the norm

kfsk ��
X

jl�mj�s

jfl�mj

�we use the notation xl � x l�
� � � �x ln

n � ym � ym�

� � � �ymn

n ��



�

Proposition � Let H�x� y� �
P

s��Hs be a real Hamiltonian with H� � � � I� and

assume that kHsk � cs��d for s � �� Given K � � assume that

jk � �j � 	K �k �Zn� � � jkj � K� ���

with � � 	K � �� Then� there exists a real canonical transformation ��K�� near to the
identity map� such that H�K� � H � ��K� is in the Birkho� normal form ���� up to
degree K� With some constants c�� c�� one has

a� kZsk � c�c
s��
� �s� 	��

	� � � �	s��
for  � s � K and s even�

b�
���R�K�

s

��� � c�c
s��
� �K � ����K � 	�s�K��

	� � � �	K��	
s�K��
K

for s � K 
 ��

c� The transformation ��K� is analytic on bBr�
K
� where we de�ne r�K ��

	K

c�K
�

These estimates rely on the results obtained in ��� although a direct application would
give worse estimates� with 	 s��

K instead of 	� � � �	s�� in the denominators� The improve�
ment comes from the fact that� in the construction of the normal form� the only small
divisors which appear up to the obtainment of Zs correspond to the orders �� � � � � s � ��
This is crucial in order to get the right exponent in the estimates given in the last section�

�� Applying KAM theorem

We �rst recall a usual statement of KAM theorem� Let us consider a nearly�integrable
Hamiltonian written in action�angle variables

H�
� I� � h�I� 
 f�
� I��

with 
 � Tn and I � G 	 R
n� To show that most of the trajectories of H lie in

n�dimensional invariant tori� one usually imposes one of the following nondegeneracy con�
ditions on the frequency map � � rh�

det

�
��

�I
�I�

�
�� � or det

�
��
�I �I� ��I�

��I�� �

	
�� �

for every I � G� We call these conditions Kolmogorov nondegeneracy and isoenergetic
nondegeneracy� respectively�

We denote V��G� a complex neighborhood of radius r around G�

Theorem � �KAM theorem� Consider the Hamiltonian H � h�I� 
 f�
� I�� analytic
for 
 � Tn and I � V��G�� with f of size � Assume that � � rh is Kolmogorov or
isoenergetically nondegenerate on G� Let � � � given� For some constants C�� C�� C�� if

 � C��
�� � � C���

then there exists I 	 Tn
 G �lled with n�dimensional invariant tori of H� satisfying

mes ��Tn
 G� n I� � C��diamG�n���� ���



��

For more detailed statements and proofs� see ��� �� 	� �� ��� Given �� it turns out that the
invariant tori of H come from invariant tori of the unperturbed system h with frequencies
satisfying a Diophantine condition of the type ���� with a �xed � � Choosing � � p

� the
measure of the complement in ��� becomes O �

p
��

Now� our aim is to apply KAM theorem to the Hamiltonian H�K� � h�K� 
 R�K�

introduced in ����� We put this Hamiltonian in action�angle variables by introducing the
known canonical change

qj �
q
	Ij � cos
j � pj �

q
	Ij � sin 
j � j � �� � � � � n�

However� KAM theorem cannot be applied in a direct way because the change to action�
angle variables is not analytic at the hyperplanes Ij � �� Like in ���� this fact forces
us to remove a neighborhood of these hyperplanes� Thus� to obtain invariant tori in the
neighborhood Br� we consider for the action variables the domain

Gr�� ��
�
I � Rn � I � 	�� jI j� � r�

	

�
�

with � � � �we use the notation I � a to mean that Ij � a for j � �� � � � � n�� With a
suitable choice of �� this reduction of the domain does not a�ect essentially the measure
estimates given in the next proposition�

To apply KAM theorem to H�K�� we also have to require that the frequency map
��K� � rh�K� is Kolmogorov or isoenergetically nondegenerate� In fact we only assume the
nondegeneracy at the origin itself� since this su�ces to ensure it in a small neighborhood�
The condition we impose involves the vector � and the matrix

A ��
��Z�

�I�
�

Nevertheless� we point out that higher order conditions are also possible�

Proposition � In the same situation of proposition �� assume also

detA �� � or det

�
A �

�� �

	
�� �� ���

Let r�K de�ned as in part �c� of proposition �� For some constants c�� c�� if

� � r � c�r
�
K � ���

then there exists T �K�
r 	 Br �lled with invariant tori of H�K�� satisfying

mes
h
Br n T �K�

r

i
� c�

�
�r

r�K

	�K�����

�mesBr � ����

This result is obtained applying KAM theorem on the domain V� �Gr���� with  � rK��

and � � r�K������ In fact� this is a more elaborated version of a result given in ���� where
a measure estimate like ���� is obtained� also with the exponent �K � ���	�



��

�� The Diophantine case

Finally� we assume that the frequency vector � satis�es the Diophantine condition ��� with
given � and �� We then take 	K � �

K� in ��� and hence condition ��� is ful�lled if we

choose K � ���r��������� leading to an exponentially small estimate�

Theorem � Let H�x� y� �
P

s��Hs be a real Hamiltonian with H� � � � I� and assume

kHsk � cs��d for s � �� Assume that � is �� ��Diophantine� with � � n � � and � � ��
Assume also one of the nondegeneracy conditions ���� For some constants c	� c
� c�� if

� � r � c	��

then there exists Tr 	 Br �lled with invariant tori of H� satisfying

mes �Br n Tr� � c
 exp

�
�
�
c��

r

���������
�mesBr �

A related result has been announced in ��� where� for a �xed KAM torus of a nearly�
integrable Hamiltonian� it is shown that in a neighborhood of radius r there exist many
invariant tori� and the measure of their complement is exponentially small in ��r�
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